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8.
Elementary Theorems relating to Determinante.

(By Mr. William Spottiwoode Esq. M. A., J. R. S.)

(End of the memoir No. 5 p. 209.)

§. VIII.
On the connexion between Determinants and homogeneous Functions.

JLt was shewn in a former section that there was an intimate connexion
between the determinant

and the System of linear equations

( l Z..n)
(l 2. .n)

in äs much äs the vanishing of the determinant in question expresses the compa-
tibility of the equations.

It is however easy to conceive a limitation in generality among the con-
stituents. Such, in fact would be the case if the System of equations were not
absolulely independent but derived from some function of which their lefthand
members formed parts. Thus suppose:

then *
•^=(1.1)07, H-(L2)#2 + + (l.n)xn

+ («. n)xn
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8. Spottiswoode^ ση Determinante. 329

with the relations

(4.)

* (1.2) =±= (2.1) (l. n) = (n. 1)
(2.1) = (1.2) * (2. n) = (n. 2)

(n. 1) = (1. n) (n. 2) = (2. n) , *

For this reason a determinant whose constituents satisfy the above rela-
tions, is called the complete Determinant of a quadratic function of n varia-
bles; or more briefly, a Determinant ofa quadratic form.

The Theory of quadratic Functions differs in many important respects
from that of Functions of higher Orders; so rauch so that from this point it beco-
mes necessary to examine separately the determinants rising from Functions of
various degrees of the same number of variables, and those arising from Func-
tions of the same degree of various numbers of variables:

The number of terms in a homogenous function of the rtlh degree of two
variables (ocfy) is, s is well known, (n+ 1). If then the coefficients be called

ao 9 ai 9 ·*··· an>
and if n be even (n = 2. m), the function may be thus written:

U = >-*-amym)xm

(δ.)

Tvhich suggests the determinant

dn Oft · · · · %

(β.) '*_* ;;;;;
«m m-1—··

the evanescence of which is the condition that the System

dmU β ft dm

J~m > Λ^τη— l J 0. . ̂  = 0

may coexist. This system may be also thus concisely expressed :

dm

Mr. Sylvester suggested the notation (a?i ^i)" for a homogehous function
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330 S. Spott woode, on Determinants.

of the rathe degree of the variables sclyl. And M. Lamo in bis recqnt work has
used tbe notation

χ = € to denote tbe system

-dx — > ^ ~ ? *·'

It has also been proved by Mr. Sylvester tbat , when the above determi-
nant vanishes, the function is resoluble into the sum of (m 4- 1) powers of linear
functions of χ and y ; thus

U = ulm+l 4- i/f144 + ..... + l T1

where
mmy.

If the above determinant be compared with the general form , there will
result the relations

(8.)

(1.2) ==(2.1)
(1. 3) = (2. 2) = (3. 1)

(1. 2) = (2. i -1) = ...«· == (/. 1)

In fact, all the constitnents lying on parallel NE and SW diagonals, are
identical.

The case of functions of two variables of an odd degree may be consi-
dered s an incomplete case of those of an even degree, when either the first or
last coefficient vanishes* The determinant in question is then the same s be-
fore with the farther condition

(9.)

In the case of n being even(n=zm), the number of the variables being/?,
let

~ 1.2 ..... p
And let M^MI, ..... , Μμ ,
be the μ combinations of the p numbers 1,2, ..... p including repetitions;
then the deterraiaant may be written:
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8. Spott swoode) an Determinante. 331

Ί,Μύ (M,, M,)
Γ

2) (Μ2,(10.)
M2) (

the evanescence of which is the condition that the equations

(11.)
Xp),

may coexist. w

Passing to functions of three variables, the number of terms is, at is well
known :

3.4 ..... (
1.2 ..... n — 1.2

The coefficients may therefore be arranged in a triangul r form, the sides
of the triangle each containing (n + 1) places. And if the square be comple-
ted, the constituents of the resulting determinant will satisfy the conditions (4)
of the present section. There is consequently a similarity between the deter-
minant of a function of the nth degree of three variables and that of a function of
(n + 1) variables of the second degree. But this arrangement is in fact foreign
to the nature of the function; and the evanescence of the determinant does not,
s Jam aware, express any property of particular interest.

To take an exemple, consider the cubic Function

Γ7 =

Then the arrangement above alluded so would be:
ah g Γ
hbfg'
gfch'
f'g'h'k,

whicb, if developed, would give

Af" + Bga +Cha + Z (Fg'h + Ghf + Hfg1) - Kk ,

where A^B ..... are the six first minors of K, the value of K being obvious. In
fact the first six terms represent the function reciprocal to

ufn + bga + cha + 2 (fg'h1 + gh'f'+ hf'g') .
There is however another arraogement of the ten coefficients in the form
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332 8. Spottiswoode, cn Determinante.

of a square, which although not quite natural to the function is somewhat more
so than the above, vzt

« h g1

h'bfg'
gf'ch'
fghk;

the evanescence of wich would express the following property:

.__ d*U d*ü d3ü . d*U (fü . d*U
U: * ' * : * : ^ "*" ' ~ x ' :y '

__
dx* ' dy* : <fe* dy^dz dtfdx "" dx'dy ~ x ' dydi? y 'dxdx*''2" dxdy* ' dxdydx '

But the really natural arrangement of the coefficients produces properly
not asingle determinant, but to a group of determinants ; thus, ä un facteur pros:

- = h'x + by + fz, ,

(M__ ,(

-^y = hx+h'y + kz.

The simultaneous evanescence of all of which involves the sirnultaneous
evanescence of all the determinants which can be formed from the Matrix

a h' g k. g* h
hbf'fk ^
g'fcfgk.

The number of such determinants is

but of these only 3 are really independent.
It is perhaps worth notice that, if we try lo tread the above function äs

an incomplete case of the function of the fourth degree, in which all the coeffi-
cients of termes not involving one of the variables (e.g.oc) vanish, the determi-
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8, Spottiswoode, on Determinants. 333

nant breaks up into two factors; thus, wirting 1111, 2222, ..... 1122, ..... for the
coefficients of
degree, is

4, ..... &\y* ..... 9 the deterrninant for the function of the fourth

1111 1122 1133 1123 1131 1112
2211 2222 2233 2223 2231 2212
3311 3322 3333 3323 3321 3312
2311 2322 2333 2323 2331 2312
3111 3122 3133 3123 3131 3112
1211 1222 1233 1223 1231 1212

which on equating to zero all the constituents not involving l, and omitting the
l common to all the rest, is equal, ä unfacteurpres, to

111 112113
221 222 223
£31 332 333

231 232 233
221 222 223
331 332 333

which are in fact two determinants from the matrix written abovej but of these
only one belongs to the determinant of the fotirth order.

The number of coefficients in a function of four variables is

4.5 ..... (
1.2 .....n 132,3

and in the same way that the number of coefficients in a function of three variab-
les was always a triangulär number, so that in a function of four variables is the
sum of a series of triangulär numbers, the nurnber of places in the sides of the
triangle, decreasing successively by unity, and from that circumstance has been
called a pyramidal number.

The arrangernent of the coefficients, regarded from this point of view,
consequently involves space of three dimensions, and is beyond the cognizance of
determinants; it belongs to the more extended theory of Permutants.

In the general case a function of the nth degree of m variables contains

..... (n-*- m — 1)

terms; and consequenthy its first differential-coefficients, taken withrespect tothe
variables in succession, contain :

1.2 ..... m
Crelle's Journal f. d. M. Bd. LI. Heft 4. 43
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334 & Spotöiswoode, oft Determinante.

terms. If then the coefficients of the various powers of the variables in these
first differential-coefficients bc writteri in lines under one another, there will re-
sult a rectangular Matrix of horizontal and n vertical rows. This matrix, when
regarded äs representing an assemblage of determinants, possesses remarkable pro-
perties, äs was shewn to sorne Extent by Dr. Hesse and further developed by
M. Sylvester. (London Edinburgh Phil. Mag. Feb. 1853.)

Let it be required to determine the conditions under which a function of
m variables is capable of being expressed äs a function of (m — r) variables. Let
U be the function, and xl , ?2 5 ..... oom the variables, then

rV du du du
= ̂ ·^ + **·^ + ..... + *"··£-;>

and the function U will vanish in virtue of the m equations

If however U be expressible äs a function of (m — r) variables, or äs it is techni-
cally termed „loses a Orders", it will vanish in virtue of (m — r) out of the above
TW equations; that is to säy, the r remaining differential-coefficients must be linear
functions of the other(m — r). In other words, there must exist r linear relations
between the differential-coefficients. Let these be äs follows:

. du . du du

<*£ — —

du , dt/ , rf£7

and since these must be identically satisfied, the final conditions will be given,
by equating to zero, the coefficient of all the powers of the variables, and elimi-
nating the quantities from these last equations. If r = l, the results will ob-
viously be the various determinants of the mth degree which can be formed from
the rectangular matrix described above, and the conditions may be said to bethe
simultaneous evanescence of the determinants contained in the matrix. If r = 2,
any one of the differential-coefficients can be eliminated; the effect of which
will be to strike out one of the m horizontal rows of the matrix; the result will
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. Spottiswoode, on Determinant s. 335

be the first minor with respect to thatrow, which can be formed from the matrix;
aud since any row may be so struck out,, the conditions maybe said to be the simul-
taneous evanescence of the frist minors of the matrix, and similarly the conditions
that U may lose r Orders will be the simultaneous evanescence of the rth minors
of the matrix. If r = m — l, i. e., if U loses (m— 1) orders, or is expressible
äs a perfect power, all the coefficients of one of the differential-coefficients, i. e.
all but one of Z7, must vanish; äs might have been anticipated a priori.

It has^already been remarked that a determinant of the nlli degree has
i r . · K(H —1) j ,in general n lirst minors, —j-^— second^ and

n(n~ 1) (n — e + 1)

z'th rninors; and since the determinant may be expressed äs a linear function of
any set of minors on the same level, it will vanish whenever all the minors onthe
same level vanish together. But, äs all the minors of any such set are not indepen-
dentj the evanescense of a smaller number will involve that of the rest. It is the-
refore important to deterrnine what is the smallest number which will suffice.

Consider then the matrix formed by taking the z upper horizontal rows
from a square array of u rows eachway; and let z be lessthan \u. It is clear that,
since the number of minors of the degree (\u—p), is the same äs that of thoseof
the degree (\u+p\ the consideration of the case, where z is less than \u, will give
the general law.

Let the given determinant be
v- 12 »V 12 u

and the matrix jl 2 i
|12 i

i.e. (1,1) (l,2) (1,0 (l,u)
(2,1) (2,2) (2.0 (2,M)

z',2) (z,z) (*,u)*
then the determinants formed from the (z — 1) iirst vertical rows, together with
the zth, the (z+ l)th, .-.· 6 z/th respectively, may be thus written:

[z, z] (z, u);
43*
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336 8. Spottiswoode, on Determinants.

and if these vanish, it is obvious that by direct elimination all the others may be
at once obtained; hence it is sufficient that (n— z*4- 1) independent minors out
of the whole set, vanish* The same would of course be true with respect to verti-
cal rows, and consequently, if out of the rnatrix consisting of n vertical and m ho-
rizontal rows,

(n — i + l) (rn — i

independent ith minors vanish, all the ^th minors of the matrix will vanish,
Hence in a square matrix , i. e., an ordinary determinant, the number of

minors necessarily vanishing in order that all of the same order may vanish, will
be for the orders

1 ,2 , i
äs the square numbers

n\(n — l)2, (n — i+ l)2 .

If however the determinant be not perfectly general, but of some symmetrical
character, this number will be diminished. Thus, when the determinant is of a
quadratic form, all conjugate minors are equal; and consequently, if the
(n — i+ l)2 independent zth minors of a general determinant be arranged in a
square, those which lie on one side of the principal diagonal will be equal to
those on the other. In other words: the series of numbers representing the num-
ber of independent minors will be of the tnagonal instead of the quadrigonal (or
square) scale.

Thus, for example, in the determinants

12
12

where (l,2) = (2,1),

the condition
(1,1) = 0 , (1,2) = 0 , (2,2) = 0,

are all that exist. Again in the determinant

( 123
( 1 2 3

where
(2,3) = (3,2) , (3,1) = (1.3) , (1.2) = (2

we have
(1,1) = 0 , (2,2) = 0 , (3,3) = 0,
(2,3) = 0 , (3,1) = 0 , (1,2) = 0,
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8. Spottiswoode, on Determinants. 337

or
23
23
12
13

31
31

23
21

12
12 = 0,

- · ι : ; ι —
and so on.

There is a particular case of the homoloidal law, which deserves notice,
from its apparently anomalous character. Consider the matrix

l 2 n
12

in which case n — 2 4- l = w — l independent determinants of the second de-
gree will be

Now, if
(1,1) = 0 , (2,1) = 0,

the evanescence of all these is ensured; but that of the other determinants, e. g.

Γ 2 3 Ί Γ 2 4 Ί Γ 3 4 1
\12J ' 112J ' L 1 2 J '

is not. This contradiction is to be explained by the consideration that the ma-
trix to which the latter system belongs, is

f 2 3 «Ί
112 /,

Avhile the former Systems are negatory and might be increased in number with-
out limit.

The same remark would hold good with respect to the matrix

1 2 3 n }
1 2 3 l ,

when
(1,1) = 0 , (2,1) = 0 , (3,1) = 0.

And so on, generally.
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338 8. Spottmooode, on Determinante.

§. ix.
On Functwnal Oeterjninants.

There is a class of determinants whose constituents are differential-coeffi-
cients of functions of variables? and which are called functional determinants^
they are capable of numerous applications? and although subject to the same ge-
neral laws of combination and development s ordinary determinants, possess
many peculiarities, which make it necessary to discuss them separately.

Iff,f19 ..fx be functions of oc, X19.. xx not independent of one another,
but connected by some equation, such s,

(1.) Π = 0

then the equations

^ *^ dx dx\ dxn

hold good on account of the independence of x, xl9 .... xn; hence

(3.)

and consequently

(4.)

.
df dx άλ dx
!L.4L <ϊΕ..ά1ι
df rfacj dfi 'dxl

.
dfn dx
d j l d f n

dTL df άΠ dft
df dxn dfi dxt

_
dx

dfn
~77" T~djn dx„

#»
dx

'̂ dxi

dxn dxn

Conversely, if the latter equation hold good, the preceeding system mayalwaysbe
satisfied, and the functions f, fl9 fn are not independent. ,

I f f i f u fn be functions of the variables o?, xl9 o?*, independent
of one another, and there be given the system of equations
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8. Spottiswoode, on Determinante. 339

>e,

αχ(5.)

then, considering #, acli x„ s functions oif,

dx , dx

7 —axn

, the equations

(6.)

dx~

dx

^-0 , ...

n dXl - iυ > ir= ·*· » ···

£ - » ><&„

S»-o .

dXn n n̂ Π" ···· U β —— g~3 \J _ ···
</Λ7 ttiTi

dx" _ .
_— -s J. ^

give

(7.)

df ± dx_
-7-·-r^i-t--J—·-ΤΛ T- · · == ··. i T~^ ~J£dx df dx df dx, df
df dx, ^^x, _Q ffi dx, df^dx,

Φ-.ΊΧ.&Ι dx

dxm'-4f*-*r'#l
df dx, rf/, dx,· -

df.^+<!£±.d-X^+ =0 ^.^4-^.^+... = 0 , ... J^l.^i+^L.^5«l

and consequently

(8.)

dx dx
W + tl 4Λ"

,dx_
"df.

dx, dx, dx,
t ~~7>~ "Ή 11 77^ T" · · · · « "T" c« "TV

ΗΛ «/1 "/»

«2», dx,«// +ί' ̂ + -*-in^r-Sn

/i5 /n be functions of the variables a?, o?lf xn, independent
of one another, and there be given the equations

(9.)
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340 8. Spottiswoode, on Determinants.

Then since

dx df ^i ι df\ dx_ dfi dx\ _ ~ dfn dx_ dfn dxl
'df dxi df~*~"~~ 9 dx'df ^dx^df *"~~ ""dx 'df^dxiTf*

,i?iL_L.iji..^Ξΐj_ n *ffi·^X <ϊ£λ.(ϊχ^-ί- i ffi; jfe. ^n ^i

fc?/ ώ J/ ifo?! n J/t dx dfi dxi n <//"„ dx dfn dxi
7"+-..*=0, ^•^7 + ̂ '^+--0,...j~.-^4-:^-.:7?

1H
Γη αχ «/n dx ι djn dx djn αχτ djn

there may be deduced

dx dxi dxn
df df **** df
dx dx\ dxn(ii.) - · - ·
.

V "
c

Hence also by what has been proved above, f ^ f u —-fn being independent if

Γ12Ί t — Ο Λ = 0 / — 0IJ.4.J l V , LI V ? Ln — - V ,

then also
(13.) 5 = 0 , sl = 0 , sn = 0 ;

and conversely.
Comparing the Solutions of the Systems of equations given above with

those which would be found by the ordinary method of determinants and wri-
ting

y= V.4L 4L
dx dxi dxn

(14.) 'fa'dx'i

dfn.dfn

dx dxi
it is seen that

(15.)

7^B=[»,o], v^^ v^=[»»»]
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which may also be written in the following forms:

.dx d\l -,ώι <^V v-,dxn

(16.)

dx
*m*mm**m g···» \J .,

and inversely,

(Λ "7 "\ Λ **Xi d&\ ' Λ ^χ(17·) ddf djrl

'f rfy:
'**^Π 7 71 **·*'7Ι _7 Λ """"'71

TF « Jf~dft dfn

If the determinant formed from the expressions on the left-hand sides of
the system in the preceding page be equated to that formed by the corresponding
expressions on the right-hand side, the theorem for the multiplication of determi-
nants gives at once:

Π Α Ϊ $L.*L ίί. dx **_ dx_ _ l
^10·' dx dx, dxn d f ' d f ^ dfn ~~ '

dx dxi dxn df dfi dfn

^fn ^n dfn dXn dXn dXn
dx άχΎ dxn df dfi dfn

The same result might be obtained by substituting for [0?0] , [0,1], in the
equation

'[0,0] [0,1] ρ, n]
[1,0] [1,1] [1,»J

[ι»,0]ίη,ΐϊ'.'""[1.π]
Grelle'« Journal f. d. H. Bd. LI. Heft 4. 44
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342 8# Spotttawoode, on Determinante.

In connexion with which the following formula may be noticed:
If fifufn are related by the (# + 1) equations

(19.) F = 0 , Fi = 0 , Fn = 0,

n of the (n 4-1) variables may be elirninated from each of these last functions,
so that each may be considered s a function of a single variable, and of the func-
tions f,fi, /„; and consequently

rfF df
* df dx

n d¥ d¥ dfU, -—h-T?· τ—ax-L dj dx\
n d¥ d¥ df n= 0, -—f-^· -f—f-- = 0

dXn dj dXn

kF, rfFt df n fF, d¥l df n d¥id¥i df o
^9ΠνΊΓ—*"·^ϊ r~ Ι- =0, — h-ττ·-; h = "? 1 ^ΤΓ/'Τ—K«»=U,v^u'Aete 4/ rf^ ώ?ι df dxi dxn df dxn

ld¥n rfFn df
\dx df dx O avn arn1 _.

dx^ df , .^^^/+^=0.dXn df dXn

Transposing the terms ̂  9 ^-, ..... and equating the determinant formed from

the expressions on the left-hand sides of these equations to that formed from
those on the right, the formula for the multiplication of determinants gives:

(2l.) (-1)«+' df dV dV
dx dx\ ""dxn
d¥i d¥i d¥i
dx d$i dxn

d¥n d¥n d¥i

d¥ 9d¥^ d¥^
df dfi dfn
d¥± d¥i d¥^
df'dA dfn

d¥n d¥n d¥n
df'dfl· df»

df df df
dx ' dx ..... dxn

dx i ..... dxn

i ..... dxn

Determinants are useful also in the transformation of multiple integrals,
and lead to a simple solution of the general problem which may be thus stated.
Let

(22.) V =ff—^axdxl dxn 5

and suppose it be required to transform the integral to one in which y 9 yl, .„yn

shall be the inclependent variables, then
dx e^f.

dXn ~r
Ml/n
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8. Spotiiswoode, on Determinante. 343

and since x, x1? xn vary independently, we raust put
dxi = ü , dx<i = 0 , dxn = 0,

in order to find dx. Thi's gives
Vdy = Vißfo,

and consequently dx and dy vanish together, (the value of Vi is obvious). And
therefore for the determination of the remainlng differentials there exist the
equations

dx2

dyn

Proceeding äs before, and putting

there will result

and so on successively until

Hence multiplying all these expressions together, and dividing out the common
factor,

Vi, V2 V„,
there will finally result:

(23.) * Vdy .dyl dyn = dx.dxi dxn ,
and consequently

(24.) V *=*// ···· UVdy.dyi dyn.
If

ü- 0 ,
and

//TT ^1T ^TT

(0,l)-3T-° »

then, differentiating,
(l, 1) /x, + (2, l ) dr, + ..... + («i, 1) Jac„ = 0 ,
(1,2) dxj-h (2,2) Jsc2 + ..... + (ra, 2)do;n « 0 ,

(l,ri)dxi+ (2,n)</#·,,·+· + (ra, n
44*
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V- (1,1) (l, 2) (l,») = 0
(2,1) (2,2) (2, n)

(n,l)(»,2) (n, n)

and the preceding system gives

Λ,Α! - [1,1] , *!<&:,-[1,1],' -·
λ ,̂ - [2,1] , ν**· = .B.1J» ·— M*« - P,»],

λ,,Λτ, = [re,l] , λ«ώΓ, = [n,2], ···· λ,,ώτ« =

λ15 λ/4, X>„ being indeterminate multipliefs. Suppose moreover that

10.11 -S, 10,2t -S, 10,»!-^,α#ι αα?3 ##„

then^ it being observed that (i9j) = (j, i), and [/, j ] = (j, z'] ? it follows that

10,11 =(1,1,1) [151] +(1,2,1) [1,2]+ +(1^1) [l,«],
± (1,1,2) [2,11 + (1,2,2) [2,2] + + (1Λ2) Ρ,Λ],
-f-
+ (l,l,w) [«,!] +(l,2,n) [w,2]

- ^ 1(1,1,ΐχΛι + (1,1,2)̂  Ψ
+ A2 1(1,2,1)̂  + (1,22)̂  -f-
-h .'
+ ln t(l,w?l)fl?a?14-(l,7Z,2X^2+

whence the following system may be formed:

{0,1}
{0,2}

{0, w}

where D indicates the total differential. But since

\dxl = \dx<i , \dxl = λ,ί/^ λη J^j β λ£dxn ,
consequently

λ!: λ2: λη = dxl ι dx^ : dxn\

and if Θ be the common ratio of each quantity on the left-hand side of this system
to the corresponding quantity on the right-hand side, the above system may be
written thus:
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8. SpottiswoodC) on Determinante. 345

(0,1l =*0D2(0,1) , 10,21 «0D2(0,2) , ..... |0,n

But sinqe
(Ο,Ι)-.Ο , (0,2) = 0 , -(O.*)-«,

therefore also
D2(0,l) = 0 , D2(0,2) = 0 , D*(0,ra)

and consequently

these again give

H + {l,n}<te„ = 0

and consequently
|1,1| , |1,2| , |M -0.
|2,1| , |2,2| , J2,i»j

\n,l\ , |n,2| , |n,n|

From the above fo^mulae the following relations are easily deduced:

[1,1] : [1,2] : [l,n] = [|1,1J] : [{1,2}] : [{l,n}] ,
ΓΛ ΙΊ . ro οι ro ,,/! . f JO 1Π · Π<> ΟΠ · Γ)9 »»ΠI_ ?IJ ι L^i^J · L^?^U · L I ^ 5 ^ i J · Li^j^lJ · Li^9^U 9

[n, l] : [2,n] : [n,ri] : [{ ,̂1}] : f{«,2}] : ····· [{Λ,Π}] ,

where [{ /̂}] is the inverse of {j, i}. This System also involves the following:

(1,1): (1,2): (1,*)= {1,1}: |1,2| : \l,n] ,

(25.) : i2»1): (2>2): &>n) : I2'1!: l2'21 : α^! '

This last system of relations was given by Dr. Hesse, (Grelle, tom. XL.)
with a demonstration by JacobL

The above equations are appicable to certain questions in Geometry, Thus,
in the case where n = 3, the equation
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346 8. Spottiswoode, on Determinante.

represents a cone when x9, x19 #2 are the coordinates of a point; and it repre-
sents a plane curve when the ratios of any two variables to the third are the co-
ordinates of a point in the plane. This in fact is the same thing äs forming a
plane curve by the intersection of a cone and a plane. In order to find the con-
dition for a point of inflexion on the plane curve, it will therefore be sufficient
to find the condition that the principal (and cönsequently all the) radii of curva-
ture of the cone at a certain point (o?? x^ a?2) shall be infinite. The condition in
question is, äs is well known, represented by the system

(0,1) = 0 , (0,2) = 0 , (0,3),

(l, !)<*»! + (1.2)eZ*2 + (l, 3)^3 = 0,
(2,1)dx, + (2,2) ?, + (2,3)da;, = 0 ,

(3, 1)̂  + (3,2) dx* + (3,3)^3 = 0 ,
and cönsequently

(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) =0.
(2,1) (2,2) (2, 3)
(3,1) (3,2) (3,3)

This equation combined with that to the curve, will determine the points
of inflexion of the curve. It follows therefore that a curve of the \ order has
irr general 3n (n — 2) points of ioflexion.

Gonsider again the equation
(7 = 0,

and suppose that, äs before,

(0,1) = 0 , (0,2) = 0 , ..... (0,«) = 0.

These equations are in general sufficient to determine the ratios

and the result of eliminating the variables is the condition of their coexistence.
This resulting function, or Üesultant^ äs it is called, has not get been found in
the general case free from extraneous factors, but the following properties seem
worth notice from their connexion with the Theory of Elimination.

Suppose that U is of the third order, and that the above equations, toge-
ther with the results above derived from them, hold good for m consecutive va-
lues of the variables; it is proposed to determine the conditions that this may be
the case; i. e. to find the form of the Resultant under these circumstances.
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8. Spottiswoode, on Oeterminants. 347

Let
V= (1,1,1>?+(2,2,2,)χ^+..4.3(1,1,2)α:?ίτ2+3(1,2,2>?χ|+..+6(1,2,3)χ,χ2Χ3+.. = 0,

then
(1) = (1,1,1)*?+ (1,2,2)** + + 2(l,l,2)oyr2-l- = 0 ,
(2) = (2,l,lK + (2,2,2)x* + + 2(2,1,2Κ*2 + = 0 .

These give rise to the determinant

V= (1,1) (1,2) =0.
(2 ,1) (2 , 2)

i
This equation, s is known, involves also

|1} = 0 , |2j=0 , .

where {1} , J2| , have the same meanings "with respect to V that (1), (2),
have with re^pect to the given function. Dr. Hesse* Theorem further gives the
fdllowing relations:

|1,1}=θ(1,2) , |1,'2}=θ(1,2),
12,1| = β(2,1) , {2 ,2 |=θ(2 ,2) , ·

in which 0 merely indicates the ratio of each lefthand member of these equation
to the corresponding righthand membres. Then writing

r + s + = m 9

/?[>'*>··Ί — Θ— ^UvJ — υ>

, [;;̂ ;;:] = Θ,,
IM* (rterms),2,2, (sterms), } = jr,5, j.

Leibnitzs theorem gives

\r,~s I,lj=r01(l,l,l) + i02(l,l,2) + + 0(1,1),
l,2,2) + + 0(2,2),

2,2,2) + + 0(2,2),
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348 8· Spottiswoode, m Determmant».

Or, substituting for (1,1) , (1,2) , (2,2) , their values:

ir,F, l,l{=
|r,7, 1,2} =

whence eliminating

(1,1.1)
(1,1,2)

> * ί 1?2J |r,s, 2,2|
(1.2.1) (2,2,1)
(1.2.2) (2,2,2)

and if = u — 2

the constituents of this System of determinants will be entirely independent of the
variables; and \~r} jj~j 1?1| ? \ϊ·> 7> 1,2}5 being of the «th order, the
determinants will be of the order 2«. There will of course be a system of deter-
minants of this form corresponding to all of /·,.?, consistentwith the condition
above given.

Such is the generalTheory when the given function is of the third order;
but it will be notwithout interest to compare the present results with that given
by the ordinary method in the known case of three variables. In this case the
Systems of determinants will be s follows:

11,1,11 11,2,2! (1,3,31 11,2,31 11,3,11 11,1,21
(1,1,1) (1,2,2) (1,3,3) (1,2,3) (1.3,1) (1,1,2)
(2,1,1) (2,2,2) (2,3,3) (2,2,3) (2,3,1) (2,1,2)
(3,1,1) (3,2,2) (3,3,3) (3,2,3) (3,3,1) (3,1,2)

(2,1,11 12,2,21 12,3,3! 12,2,3! 12,3,1! 12,1,21
(1,1,1) (1,2,2) ,(1,3,3) (1,2,3) (1,3,1) (1,1,2)
(2,1,1) (2,2,2) (2,3,3) (2,2,3) (2,3,1) (2,1,2)
(3,1,1) (3,2,2) (3,3,3) (3,2,3) (3,3,1) (3,1,2)

13,1,11 13,2,21 13,3,31 13,2,31 13,3,1! 13,1,21
(1,1,1) (1,2,2) (1,3,3) (1,2,3) (1,3,1) (1,1,2)

•<5M,1) (2,2,2) (2,3,3) (2,2,3) (2,3,1) (2,1,2)
(3,1,1) (3,2,2) (3,3,3) (3,2,3) (3,3,1) (3,1,2)

= 0,

0,
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8. Spottiswoode, on Determinante. 349

all of which are of the sixth order.
On the otherhand, if the six combinations of the variables be eliminated

linearly from the six equations

= 0
there will result

= 0,
= 0,

11,1,1! 11,2,2! i 1,3,3! 11,2,31 1 1,3,1 1 11,1,2!
12,1,1! 12,2,2l 12,3,3! 12,3,31 12,3,1! 12,1,2!
13,1,1! 13,2,2! 13,3,3) 13,3,31 {3,3,1! 13,1,2!
(1,1,1) (1,2,2) (1,3,3) (1,2,3) (1,3,1) (1,1,2)
(2,1,1) (2,2,2) (2,3,3) (2,3,3) (2,3,1) (2,1,2)
(3,1,1) (3,2,2) (3,3,3) (3,2,3) (3,3,1) (3,1,2)

which äs usual is of the twelfth order. It appears therefore that the coefficients
of the determinants

(2,1,1) (2,2,2j |2,3,3| J2,2,8J J2,3,lj {2,1,2J

(8,1,1) (3,2,2) |3,3,3| (3,2,3) J8,8,lj (S,1,2J

|3,2,2} |3,3,3} }3,2,3J J3,3,lj {3,1,2}

J1.2.2J Jl,3,3| {l, 2,3) jl,3,l| jl,l ,2J

(2,1,1) (2,2,2) (2,3,3) |2,2,3 2,8,l| |2,1,2|

separately vanish.
With respect to the Interpretation of these results, it is known that, if

C 7 = 0 ,
be the equation to a curve of the third (or any) order :

. .
dx dy dz Z 7 = 0 ,
dx dy d%

is the equation to the curve passing through the double points of 17; but if the
system

Crelle's Journal f. d. M. Bd. U. Heft 4. 45
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350 & SpoHiswoode, an Determinante >

dx

hold good for two consecutive values of the ratios a::y:z, the curves U and y
will co'incide for two consecutive points. And consequently the above written
results express the condition that the curve and its „Hessian (y) shall touch.

On compound determinants.
A. determinant, the constituents of which are, not simple algebraical quan-

tities, but themselves cleterminants, is called a compound determinani.
The umbral Dotation , above used , is irnmediately applicable for the ex-

pressions pf these complicated functions: thus9 in the same way that

C 1 2 3
l l 2 )

denotes

the expression
)
{ ,

will denote (Conf. Sylvester, Phil. Mag. April 1851):

_
Γ2 34
12 34

-{(1,3) (2,4) -(l, 4) (2,3)}{(3,1) (4,2) -(3,2) (4,1)} ,

and in general : ________ _

i li 2, ..... HI Ϊ 2 2 2 — u2..... ln 2n ..... un l
\i 2j ..... r/i la 22 ..... u2 ..... ln 2n ..... un J

\vill denote the determinant
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Σ Ξ*Ξ Ι Ο ,. \ Ί Ο
^^ Ι Λ ΔΛ ί/ιί t l r» Δη

1. 2ι r/ i 1 2Al Α1 "Ί) *2 ^2

;

1, 2, Μ* / 1 1, 2, „,.
1 9 τ/ V ) 9 Ο1 ι .Αι Ζ/| 1 f An ,£η

ί ΐ 2 Γ/ ) ί 1 2

1, 2, w, ( ) L> 2«, ....

( 1 2 w ) ( 1 2
J 1 9 η V ) 1 9

U

• u, l**1 r

i/„ \

U )

. 7/n %- "-2 )

N

l'l-

ί ],
ί ΐ,J
ί 1• ,

1 2« i4„ j*w « ^η 1

, 2, ζ/1 )

.2. Μ. (

2W -.· un \

2 w )

„ 2„ z/„ \

The Order of a compound determinant is the number of rows 5 horizon-
tal or vertical, of determinants forming its constituents. Its Class is the degree
of minority of its constituents, with respect to the matrix to which all the elenien-
tary constituents (1,1) 9 (1,2), belong.

A compound determinant of the first Class and of the nth Order is one
composed of all the first minors of the determinant formed by arranging all the
constituents (1,1) , (1,2) , in a square array. And generally, a compound
determinant of the /th class and yth order? with respect to a matrix of n rows,
will be, when developed, of the degree

Generally speaking, however, it resolves itself into two or more factors, each of
which is an ordinary determinant, and the sum of whose degrees is j(n — i).

A compound determinant of the z th class and of the

_ K(ft--l) (n — f + 1 )
V-— 1.2 t th 5

order, with respect to a matrix of n rows, may be also called the complete com-
pound determinant of the z'th class, with respect to that Matrix; because it is
composed of all the /th minors of the matrix.

If however the order of a compound determinant of the /th class, with
respect to a matrix of n rows, be less than /a, the minors omitted may be called
the dropped groups of the system.

A compound determinant may be also briefly expressed by writing within
the brackets, not the numbers corresponding to the rows of each constituent

45*
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352 8. Spottiswoode, on Determinante.

determinant, but those corresponding to the rows omitted. Thus the complete
compound determinant of the first class may be written thus:

l \ /2{(!)(!) ..... C
that of the second class, thus:

i 2 / V i 3

and generally that of the z'th class:

\vhere

23
l
J '

U 12 l/ 2j 22 2^

n(n— 1) (n — e'n-1)
μ — .Χ·**· · · · · ·»

for, if it be convened that any expression such s

Φ
signifie, with respect to the determinant

f l 2 u Ί
112 u / '

that Minor in which the i th horizontal and /th vertieal row has been omitted,
the expression

will sienify

(!)©-©(?)
f 23 « Ί Γ 3 4 11 f 3-4. l Ί f 23 M l

~t 2 3 .... u J t 3 4 l J t 2 3 ..... u J \ 3 4 l J

And so on, generally, s in the notation first given.
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8. Spottiswoode, on Determinants. 353

It will sometimes be convenient to designate the complete compound de-
terminant of each class by tbe same letter äs the ordinary determinant with the
addition of a suffix corresponding to its class; thus, the complete compound
determinant of the z'th class may be represented by the symbol

and the series of complete compound determinants by the series

Vi ? V2 ? ..... V« 5
of which, by its definition,

V« = V ,

since the z/th minors of a determinant of the z/th degree are the constituents
themselves.

It is often convenient to use the symbols

[1,1] [2,1] ..... [n,l],
[l ,2] [2, 2] ..... [n,2],

[l,n][2,n] [n,n],

for those first minors of the determinant V? which in its expansion are the coeffi-
cients of the constituents

(1,1) (1,2) (l,n),
(2,1) (2,2) (2,n),

respectively. It will be noticed that the symbolical numbers in these Systems are
conjugate; the reason of which arrangement will appear from its application to
linear equations. For, from the above definition it follows that the Solutions
of the System

n = un
will be
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8. Spottiswoode, on Determinante.

which are of tke same form äs the original equations. From this circumstance
system [1,1], [2»l]? ..... is calted the System inverse to (1,1), (1,2) , ------ It
be seen pMsently thö System V""1 (1?1), V"""1 (1,2) ..... is the System inverse

to [1,1], [2jl]9 ..... 5 so that, a un facteur pr£s, the two first-menfioned Systems
are inverse to one another. In the same way two sets of linear equations, one of
which consists of the Solutions of the other, are said to be inverse, a un facteur
vres, to one anotüei*.

And first with respect to the inverse System, or system of first minors i. e.
compound determinants of the first Class9 from the law of formation äs ex-
plained in (§. L), the following system is a direct consequence:

J+..eO,^

where

v =

«,2)[2,2]- ..=0, . .( ,1)[1, ]+(«,2)[2, ]+..=V,

12 n
l 2 n

arid fornting the deterininant of the espressions on the left band sides of these
equations, and also that of those on the right hand sides, and equating the results,
it is found:

._

or
[M] [i,«3
[2,1] [2,2]

V »

[2,W]

[2,1]

Before proceeding to discuss the compound determinants of other orders
of the first Class, it will be need to notice another series of theorems to which that
above established belortgs. It is a remarkable fact in the history of determinants
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β. Spottiswoode, <m Detern nantt. 555

that most of the properties discovered at an early period where apparently of an
isolated character; but have since been found tho belongs to chain of analogous
properties, of which these first discovered formed the initial or final link. The pro-
perty, of which we are now speaking, belongs in fact Jo two cliains, according s
it is written

W« = V,
or

v. =
Considering, in the first place, the former of these expressions, we have by the
Theorems of (§. I):

12 ; i
12 j i

l 2 (i+k) ...
l 2 (i+k)...

n
/+ 2)

i

Hence, forming all the

minors of the form

n(n — T) ..... (n —i-i-l)
1. 2

12
l 2

and calling them

•"ii t

and also all the minors of the form

and calling them

and forming the System

2AU,BU=\

Α1μ,

n

(i+l)(t + 2) n\'
T) -ΤΊ T>
•°11 » -°12 ? -Dl/t J

4-2)·-·»
(ϊ + 1)(ι+2) n\ .

.4,4 Blt = 0,

= Ο = 0 , μ< = V,

we have
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356 8. Spotfiswoode, on Determinants.

(2.) = •"U

v *μμ

..... *·*2

B,>1

and consequeritly, by giving ί all values from l to \n or \(n— 1), according s
n is even or odd, there will be a scale of relations of which that given in the first
instance is but the initial or final one.

Proceeding to the compound determinant of the (n—1) order and of the
first class, we may use only the last (n — 1) vertical and horizontal rows of
equations; then transposing the first terms and forming the determinants of both
sides, we have

[2,2J [3,2] [«,2]
[2,3] [3,3] [«,3]

hence l© ©--oi
3 4 l 4 5 2 12 (n-1)
3 4 l 45 2 12 (»-!)

(3.) =(1,1) j 12 ra"1-2

l l 2 7»
Similarly there would be found

w_ |(|)φ
34 l 45 2 l 2 (n—l) _ j l 2 nj"-2

45 2 56 3 23 n l 23 l ) '

and so on for the whole system.
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8» Spottiswoode, on Determinante. 357

But this, äs well äs more general theorern, may be established almost
upon inspection by adopting the formulae of (§. I) thus:

O|
2) (*-l)
2) (/-l)

(/+2)(/-t-3) 12 (n-1)1
12 (n-1)|

Now the row (vertical and horizontal) /,z-4- l , y/9 is omitted in these factors
respectively; hence, if we suppose the whole set of constituents, arranged in one
matrix, the order of the rows (vertical and horizontal) changed to the following

1,2, n ; l, 2, n ; 1,2, (i— l),

and the grouping altered to the following:

(1,2, n) ; (1,2 n) : (1,2 (/-l)),

the above determinant may be written thus:

12 n
l 2 n

12 n
l 2 n

12 (i-l)
12 (,'- )

But since there can be bnt the single factor öf the form

l 2 n
12 n ,

under the sign 2 (for any other would involve a repetition of rows, and would
consequently vanish); so that the determinant fmally becomes

which, by putting

l 2 n
12 n

i — l = 0

-2' l 2 (i — 1 )
12 (i-l)

1 , 2 , (n-2),

gives the series of values for the compound determinants of the first-class and of
the Orders n^ n — 1? 2.

This may be written with a little more generality, so äs to express the
omission of any row horizontal or vertical, thus:

Crelle's Journal f. d. M. Bd. LI. Heft 4. 46
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IOC1-) C )|f x f l j r ^llj+Y Χ/*,·—// l

n— i— 2

/v

This is the general formula for compound determinants of the first class;
and giving / a n d y successively all values from l to (n — 1), we may deduce the
whole theory of compound determinants of the first class, and of the degrees
(n — 1) , (n — 2) , ..... 2,1 respecti vely.

Proceeding to compound determinants of the second class , we have for
the complete determinant:

(7·)

12\ /13

= J 3 4 n 2 4 n ] 4 n )
(3 4 n 2 4 n l 4 ra j '

where the number of groups is
«(«-l)

1.2 '

and the number of constituents in each is (n — 2); hence the degree of the
simple determinant to which it may be transformed, is ημζ, where

_ (n -!)(»- 2)
/ Ί— 1.2 »

and, since each of the elementary constituents is used
pound determinant will be:

(8.)

times, the whole com-

12 n

The subject of compound determinants of the second class here divides
itself into two parts, according s any given row is, or is not, omitted niore than
once from the dropped groups. Suppose first, that no row is.twice omitted; the
determinant may then be thus expressed:

J/34W56X
V34A56/

5 6
56

78
78

3
3

12 (n —2)(
12 (ra-2) '
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θ. Spottiswoode, οη Determinants. 359

which will be equivalent to the former case, except that the first factor, instead
of being

12 n\
1 2 * j '

will be deficient in the last (n — 2) rows, vertical and horizontal. The result
will therefore be:

(9) | 12) ( 1 2 n
W i l 2 i j l 2 n

and ? s in the case of compound determinants of the first class, the general ex-
pression will be given by writing the numbers 1,2,..- -n, s suffixes to n, instead
of s elementary Symbols.

Similarly^the omission of another of the constituent determinants, e. g.

56 l
5 6 .... l

we should have:
.....

5 6 / 7 8 / V 1 3 / V 2 4
78 ..... 3 910 ..... 5 ..... 12 ..... (n — 2)(
78 ..... 3 9 10 ..... 5 ..... 12 ..... (n - 2)j ,

which would be equivalent to the previous case, with the exception of the first
factor, wanting all the rows but 3,4; hence the rleterminant becomes:

1 2 Π 3 4 Π 12 ..... "Γ2"1 Π 2 34 M l 2 ..... n\^
1 2 J J 3 4 t) 12 ..... n\ =* i 1 2 3 4 ^ 1 2 ..... Λ t ,

which again may be made general by writitig

,
instead of l ,2, n .

And generally, when no ornitted row recurs in the dropped groups, the
compound determinant of the i i Order and second class will be:

2< + 4> f1 3V2 4 >) j
i2 i -* -4 / V13/V24/

(11.) l 2 2i) }1 2
12 2ι ί h 2

Suppose? however, that one or more of the omitted rows recur; then

23^ '(
23/ i ,

46*
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and

(12.)
\(l *)(l
(VI 4'Vi

= (1,1)

Spottiswoode, on Determinants.

D (ii) {
l 2 3| \l 2 n
1 23J )1 2 n

I 1 M I 2 3 J
- 111)1 23l
/»2-2

l 2 «K2

l 2 n

Similarly:
15V16\ /23\

W ..... W

(M)1 II 2 3 4 11 2 »;
>12 «i '

and generally

Again

( 1 2 3 4

1/+1\ /1, · + 2\ (23\
•l i+l 'Vi ,·+2/ V23'

(13.) (i,iy-{}l:::::;:HJl::;::^
n4 ^ \(l 4V1 5>4 ^2 3>4 l Jl 2 3Γ|1 2 <~s
(14'} JV14A15^ ν23λ· i i i 2 3 12 n\ '

and so on.
Again, the complete cornpound determinant of the./ th class may be ex-

pressed thus:
l! 12 1Λ/2, 2a 2Λ A λ,2 λ
l,l2 1,A2,22 2;/ U, λ*

where

and this

where

similarly

λ =
n(n

(15.)

1.2 i '

$1 2 n!«
|12 nj '

_./A _ (n—l)(n —2) (« — f
— ^ — 1.2... (i-1)

22 2^/3,3! 3Λ /λ,

Λ-1

22 2Λ/3, 3X 3Λ /λ, λ2 λ
2, 2V 3, 32 3;; U, A2

12 n
1,12 lj /l 2 n

and so on. Other formulae may be written s required (Phil. Mag. April 1851.)
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8. Spottiswoode, on Determinante. 361

The following theorem, enunciated by Mr. Sylvester, seemsto be all that
need be added upon the subject:

| m m m m n m m+ m+n^

i i i i wii i ι ιμ"m+1 m+2 m+nl l 2 m+*\

where
JkM /*», l \ /-*. — . T \vn>\yn — i) (τη — τ -f-1^

-^ (tn ·— l) (wz — 2) (TW —
^ = 1.2 ....r

P" ~ ~ 1.2 (r-1)

In connexion with this fact of the subject, the following theorem is of im-
portance. (Sylvester, Cambridge and Dublin Malhematical Journal, Feb. J853.)

Let λΑ represent the line of terms X, X, lam 9

Let *A X1B represent Σ(larXlbt), where of course there are r terms
within the symbol of summation.

Again, let *A represent the line *al9
 2

 2, 2am,

and let 2 ^X 2r> represent Σ [\ <Tr ' ̂ s Xcir 7 tis

9
 2 * denoting the determinant (iar.'las — las?ar) ,

\
there will of course be m.\(m — 1) terms comprised within the sign of summa-
tion ; and so, in general, let

1B

χ 3B

"B

m bei n g less than n,
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362 8. Spottiawoode, on Determinante.

(amd where in general rA denotes ̂  , r«2 >
and rJ5 denotes rbl , Γέ2 ,

rePresen

H. χ, '«*„,
*nh , 2# . 2ak

\ maL 9
mai , m ,

X

^i, , 1bl , *ΑΛΛΙ ' Λ£ Λ/ι/

t 2 r»

m TOA mAL , l , Ol

Now let (r) be any integer less than (m)? and let

#z.(flt— 1) (m — r-f· 1)
γχ, =: : * ^ ~ 91 l** r

and let Gi9 G2, G^ denote the μ rectangular rnatrices of the forms

respectively,

and let H^ H^ Ημ denote the μ rectangular rnatrices of the forms

B6

B.

B,

respectively.

Now form the determinant

Χ Ομ ;

then, if we give r the successive values l, 2, 3 ..... m, (in which last case the
terminant in question reduces to a single term)9 the values of the determinant
above written will be severally in the proportions of

K, Km,K^(m~l\ ..... Km, K;

that is to say, the logarithms of these several determinants will be s the coeffi-
cients of the binomial expression (l + x)m.
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8. Spottiswoode, on Determmants. 363

When we make r = m 7 and equate the determinant corresponding to
this value of r with that formed by making r = l, the theorem becomes identical
with a theorem previously given by M. Cauchy, for the product of rectangular
Matrizes.

This? a direct corollary frorn the formula (16), when thatformula is par-
ticularized by making

&m+I ? ^m4-2 ? ^m+n \
Λ Λ A l >um*-\ 9 ^ΤΠΜΛ j um+n )

represent a determinant^ all whose terms are zeros? except those which lie on the
principal Diagonal, these latter being all units.

From this same theorem the ordinarv rule for the multiplication of deter-
minants is an immediate consequence; s has been remarked by Mr. Sylvester.
For let m = n, and

l 12 2p l
j 12 2ra( '

represent the determinant
l 0 0 «u a12 aln

0 l 0 2l ciyi n^n

0 0 l anl an2 -··· am

b b ····· b 0 0 ···· 0
62j A22 b^n 0 0 0

bni 6B2 6nnO 0 0

1̂1 #12 Oln

^21 ^22 " · · · &2n

and the rule follows from inspection. Thus

. — ι l Ο α α l
0 l a' b'
a, β 0 0
α' β' Ο Ο

= α b
a'b'

a I
α.'p \
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364 8. Spotfiswoode, on Determinante.

1 0 α
Ο ί α '
α β 0

1 0 α
0 1 α'
α' β' 0

1 0 b
0 1 b'
α /? 0

1 0 Α
Ο ί ο '
α' β' 0

a a+a' β b α H- b' β
a a,' -4- a' β b a.' -+- b' β'

' The same remark is also true even when m = n, if it be understood that,
when two determinants of differenl degrees are to be multiplied together, rows are to
be added to the determinant of the lower degree, sufficient in number to equalize
the degrees, and consisting of zeros in all places, except on the principal diagonal,
where units are to be written. Thus, if the determinants

a b c
a1 b' c1

a" b" c"

a
a' '

are to be multiplied together, the second is to be written thus:

α β Ο
α'/3Ό
0 0 1

The following Theorem is given by Dr. Schl fli in the „Denkschrif-
ten der kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Wien. Math. Classe. Bd.
IV. p. 52."

Let the determinant

„ V = a b
a'V

be of the «th degree; and let the determinant formed from its first rninors, be

V. = A E
A' E'

Furthermore, let
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8. Spottiswoode, an Determinants.

ar br (T*b
rar-la' rbr-lbf (r — 1)α"-2α'ό + aT' '

the vertical rows of which consist of the several terms of

365

respectively ; and the horizontal of the several terms of

It is proposed to determine the value of Ώ in terms of V. For thi's pur-
pose form Ώ, from V, thus:

1 A' R-1 B' ..... (r—

Then multiplying and ̂  together by the usual formiria, and rememfcering that

= 0 V ,

and also that
arAr + b'B*

)r

Ar~l aA'+br~l B*'1 b'B'-t- ..... +(r— l )ar-' Ar"'i bB'+

rar-la'Ar + rirWff + ..... -f- {(r- l^a^a'b + a^b*} rA^B +

rar~l Ar~l a' A' + rbr~l Br~l b'B'

= Vr,

= 0,

= 0,

= V,

Crelle's Journal f. d. M. Bd. LI. Heft 4. 47
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366 8. Spottüwoode, on Determinante.

so that
M. ·

~ *

__ —r ft(w-Hl) .... (ra-i-r-f-l)
~ V 1. 2 r

sas T7 · ''' '-*
V "1 / , _-- \ 9

and, since V is not resoluble into factors, «ßA must be some power of V; so that
we may conclude from the degree of ̂ :

ß = y 1 . 2 (r-1) '

The manipulation of determinants may also be well exemplified by the
means of linear equations, äs follows, when

^ = 0 , z/2 = 0 ,· n4 = 0.

The above equations give rise to the following:

Whence also the inverse System:

[i+2,i + 2]·

[»*_!_ O *- — Ö l .l " I"" *·'· l"" l ™ tJ I

[n, (+2] [ii,l+3] -

Now writing the first z equations of the given Systems thus:
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8. Spottiswoode, on Determinante. 367

α,
(2,1)0!+ (2,2) 0» + + (2,0«,· = -(2,i + J

there may be deduced:

(l,2) (l,3) (1,1) 0, - - (l,i+l)(l,3) (1,1)
(2,2) (2,2) (2,1) (2,i+l) (2,3) (2,1)

(i,2) (i,3) (i,l)

,0(1,1) <!,<-!)
(2,i) (2,1) (2,i-l)

(»,« + !) (i,l) (*,<-!)

or
f l ,2 , il Xl =± (1,2) (1,3) v*,*-r-, | *«-, ,
\l 2 if (2,2) (2,3) (2,i+l)

(i,2) (i,3) 0,i+l)
fl,2, < l« i - (1,3)(1,4) (1,1) arm ,
U 2 ij (2,3) (2, 4) (2,1)

(«',3) (i,4) «,0

\1 2 ij (2,i + l) (2,1) (2,i-l)

(z,t + l) (i,l) (i,f-l)
so that

r ] 2 ι Ί-'
= \1 2 "'."ij \ 12 (/+!)

and consequently, substituting in the formet expression for M;+I and equating the
coefficients of xi+\:

i + l,»-f-l] [i-

47*
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8. Spattiswoode, m Determinante.

A·....«? 0,2 q n,2, (i

,*]
and similarly performing this method of reduction (/) tiroes, i t would at length
be found that

p+l , t+l] [t + l ,f + 2] P+l,n]
ι-1-2,t+ 2] .

"••v*
Cl2 wvrl2 Γ12 (i-frf)}-1

^ V ̂  ^>fC ^(12... ?i/5112. ii 112 (i'-hOJ

This formula includes^ s a particular case5 M. Jacobi's theorem, viz. if

i'+/-t- J ==· n ,
then

2,1 + 1] p + 2 , i + 2]

*. [n, n]

There is a large dass of deierminants whose constjtuents sati&fy the con·
ditions

* (l,2) -(2,1), (l,«)- (fi, l)
(2,1) = {1,2), * <2 ,n ) - (n .2 )

and it isobservable that? by taking the System of conditionsi between (1,1), (1,2),..,
and [!>!]> [1?2]9 given in the early part οί this section, and omitting those
lying upon the diagonal, there may be deduced:

[1,1] : [1,2] : [l,n] = [1,1] : [2,1] : [n,l]
: [2,1] : £2,2] : [i,«] ι {1,2J : O fi] : [n,2]

: [Λ,!] : [»,2] ; [w,w] : [l,n] : [2,w] : [n,ri\
or
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8. SpoUiswoode, on Determinantt. 369

* [l,2] = [2,1], [l,·] -[«,!]
[2,!] = [!,2], * [2,»] = [n,2]

[»,!]- [l,»],[«,2] -P,«], *

It is perhaps worth while to write down the developments of the deter-
minants 'belonging to this class for the cases n = 3 and n = 4. These are s
follows: for n = 3,

and for n = 4,
(1,1) (2, 2) (3, 3) (4, 4)

-(2,2)(3,3)(1,4)*-(3,3)(1,1) (2,4)«-(l,l) (2,2)<3,4)»
-(1,1) (4, 4) (2,3)*-(2,2) (4,4) (3,l)*-(3,3) (4,4) (1,2)»
H- (2,3)' (l, 4)' + (3,lf(2,4) -H (1,2)« (3,4)'

+ 2(1,1) (2, 3) (2, 4) (3, 4)
.+2(2, 2) (3,1) (3, 4) (1,4)
+ 2(3, 3) (l, 2) (l, 4) (2,4)
+ 2(4, 4) (2, 3) (3,1) (l ,2).

The equation to a cone, or other surface of the second order, may now
be expressed in the same form s that to the reciprocal cone; for, adopting a
usual notation, let

Λ = [1,1]', 6 = [2, 2] , € = [3,3]
J=[2,3] = [3,2] , β = [3,1] = .[1,3] , φ = [1,2] = [2,1] ,

the equation to the reeiprocal cone will be

= 0 ,

so that unless
A H G
H B F
G F C

= 0,

a pfocess, similar to that employed in §.11, will give for the equation to the cone
reciprocal to that above given, i. e. to the original cone:
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370 8. Spottiswoode, on Determinante.

=0.
i) l
β l €
α? γ ζ 0

As an example, let it be proposed to investigate the conditions that the
roots of the equation .

(1,1) -β (1,2) ..... (1,Λ) =0,
(2,1) (2,2) -0 ..... (2,Λ)

| (n,l) (n,2) ..... (Λ,*)-
(in which it is supposed that (l , 1) = (2,1) ..... ) shall be all positive. By what
has been shown bet re, this equation may be resolved into Systems of the follo-
wing form:

..... + (l,n}xn — Θίχ1 ,

..... + (

..... 4- (

where θι is a root of the given equation ; the other Systems being formed by wri-
ting, y lf y^, ..... yn> 2 ..... successively for ool9 &2, ···· xn, θι ..... And if the sy-
stems of variables sc^jr, ..... be subject to the conditions

^? + ^2+ ..... +a£= l ,

y\ + yl + ..... + ri = i ,
..................... Λ . .. ........

the following equations may be formed:

(l.l)x?-H .....

(1.1) yS + .....

^i> ^a» ··· being the roots of the given equation. The following inverse Systems
may be easily formed ;

[1,1] *, + [!, 2]*,·+· ..... + [l,»]*w - θ!*,
p, 1]*! + P, 2]*, -f- .·...· -t- p,«]*.
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8. Spottüwoode, on Determinante. 371

where
_ IM, ..... »l . '"i — 0;

and similarly, by using the expressions [l ,1]; , [1,2]£ , ..... , | 1,2, ..... i \ , there
might be formed the inverse Systems when (n — i) of the variables are equated
to zero, and i out of the n variables are selected for the transformation.

Now since one condition of the problem is obviously

1 1,2, ..... » | > o ,
it will be sufficient for the present purpose to determine the relations among the
coefficients, in order that the above Systems of quadratic functions, or those for-
med when i variables only are used, may remain positive for all values of the va-
riables. And since the n variables x^ x<^ ..... xn^ are subject to only two con-
ditions, ( — 2) of them will remain independent, and if all the groups of (n — 2)
be successively equated to zero, there will result a series of conditions, of which
the following is one:

these give rise to a series of conditions among the coefficients, of which the follo-
wing is one,

|1 ,2 |>0.

The inverse System in the case of two variables presents no new feature;
but if the inverse system be formed with three variables, and one of them be then
equated to zero, there will be formed with oclt o?2, x^, the following system of
conditions:

0 ,

0 ,
0 ,

whence also the following:

(1,1) l 1,2,3 | > 0 , (2,2) | l, 2,3 | >0 , (3,3) | 1,2,3 | > 0,

with similar conditions for all the other ternary combinations of the variables.
Again, with Xi?^29x39x49 there would be formed six conditions, of which

the following is one :

0 ;
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$72 8. SpMmoode, cm Determinante.

there would be thence deduced :

| 2,3 | | 1,2,3,4 | | > 0 , f 3,1 j | 1,2,3,4 | > 0 , j 1,2 | | 1,2,3,4 | > 0 ,
|1.4| |1ÄM| |>0 , [;2,4| J 1,2,3,4 | > 0 , | JM | | jl AM > 0 .

But, on account of the conditions found in the case of two variables, these
are äquivalent to only one, viz.

| 1,2,3,4 | .>0,
with similar conditions for all the other quaternary combinations of the variables.

Similarly, the next series of conditions would contain the following:

.11,2,3 | | I ,2.3,4.5|>0,

j fey what faas gone before^ is equivaJent to

(1,1) | 1,2,3,4,5 | >0;

and similarly for all the other conditions belonging to this group. And hence
generally, being any positive whole number, there will be a series of conditions^
of which the following form a pair»

l l, 2, ..... 2 « | > 0 ,
(M)|l,2, . . . . . 2 z ± l | > 0 ;

the number of conditions in these cases will be respectively

1 1,2 ..... (20 _ Z -l,
and

and the whole System of conditions may consequently be comprised under the two
general formulae,

t

j being any number comprised between the limit^s l and (2i db 1) inclusively.
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8. dpfftttiwoodt, on 373

§. XI.
Miscellaneous instdttees uf DeteYnunants.

Beside the instances given in the preceeding pages, there are many others
in which determinants occur? and to which their properties ät*£ «tonsequently ap-
cable. A few of these are here subjoined by way of illiistratioti.

The symmetry of an expression, which is at first sight not apparent, may
often be put en evidtitee by mfcatis of a determinant; Aus, e. g.

l H- ab — ad — blcl — d^c + bb^a^c — bb^ac^ -f- dablcl — da^b^c

l d b 0
a l 0 c
av 0 l GI
0 dl b, l

Let u and v be any functions of äny variable x\ and let

dk'd»

Then the latter expression may be thrown into the form of a determinant, thus

0· u

0
v
u

o
0
0

u

v'
u'

v 5

r*

*V*

p' p"

u' u"

o
P 2
v'
u'

c~9

9 W

o' .V
p» »<

n" u'"

c-4

Crelle's Journal f. d. M. Bd. U. Heft 4. 48
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374 8. Spottiswoode, an Determinante.

" 00 0 P V
00 P SP' 6*"
0 P 2p' 3p" 4p'"
P P' P" P'" P'"

M «' U" U'" U'"

(-)"" (ίΓ= °° * (Μ)·
00 (η —1,1) Ρ' (η,2) Ρ'

Η Μ'·-· «(η-° «< ,
where

( l?f) = Τ~νΓ~* , Χ«^Μ···.·^

The improper continued fraction

-L. ι -1
4-^- l — dA

*-€='.,
* ·

where
V = A l 0 0 0

l B l 0 0
0 l C 0 0

0 0 0 $4 \
00 0 l IV

in which any number of rows may be taken at pleasure, and the formula will
give the corresponding convergent fraction.

The sarne holds good for the continued fraction

if we write
V = A l 0

-l B l
0-1 C
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θ. Spottisiooode, an Determinante*

Let l,/! ,4, ..... in be the (n 4-1) roots of the equation

375

1— l =0 ,
then, whatever be the values of

Λ Λ ΛS1 ^Ί1 c . . . Sln

Χ

Χ

Any function of two variables, e. g

c

may be thus expressed
Q di a

y χ 0
0 y 0

0 0 . .
and consequently, if

the following equations may be satisfied:

0 = dQ + ̂ y + Q-*- + 0
0 = ai

or, s they may be written.

whence9 eliminating χ^γ^ we have the system of determinants
48
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ί 4 4 ο
ο 4 4,

and conseqnently, in any investigations, a system of quadratic functions of n va-
riables s defined by the last expression, may be substituted for a function of the
n th degree of 2 variables.

This worth remarking that, not onjy the equations

aa + b + cy — 0,

can be represented s determin^nts thtis:

1 0 « a

0 0 l γ
a b c 0

1 0 0 α
0 l 0 /?
0 0 l γ
a β.γ l

but the entire systern to which they belong9 can be
minors of a single determinant.

Thus in the case of two variables

l θα α
Ο 1 b β
a b l 0
a/30 l

writing

the system of minors becomes
=i? a — O ,

ab + a a — V/3

ab+a

a$ the various

/3 — ya?

^S — ψα aa+b a2+ 2— 1.

The original determinant being syrnmetrical? the inverse System is so also; and
in order that all the minors may vanish? it will be sufficient that three, not more
than two of which lie on the same row? shall vanish. Thns we corne back to the
well known fact that, if
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8. Spott woode, on Determinante.

tben also
α2 + ό 2 =1 , <χ2+/32=1

aa + t> = Ο,
and

α — V r α = V &
s= ν« , /5 = ψα

ν-±ι.
Again, in the case of three variables;

l 0 a «i o2

0 1 0 0 ! ,
0 0 l c cl c2

ab c l Ο θ
a, b, ^ 0 l 0
«2 ^2 C2 0 ^ l'

the system of first minors of this determinant is s foflows; the coefficients of

lkctf + ^-bctf

(1.3) ^ (oo Hr «!<?! -4- aac2) (δ? -f- b\ + 6? - D — (δ*'-*- &i <?i -f- δα^) (αδ + α1^ι -h
(1.4) β
(1.5) = V (V — *<>,) ΗΗ α\( * ~ δ2— δ^— δ?— c2— c^— cj) -t- δ
(1.6) =

(2.1) = (δα -4- δ! «! -f- δ2α2) (ca -f- c? -H c* — 1) — (ca -rfr ct αϊ -t- <?2α2) (δο Η- 6tci Hh O2c2)
(2.2) = ( l — c3 — c\ — c? — a2 — a? — a\ 4- (c^ — c^)2 -f- (c2a — ca2)* + (c«i — Ci<z)2

(2.3) = ( c-i-oiCj-f- aC^ia2-!-^-!-^-- 1)— (ac-^a^c^ -f-a2c2) (δα -t- δι^ -Η δ2α2)
(2.4) = v (G!^ — c2at)-H6(I — c2-^c|— c
(2.5) = v (c2a— c^J-h ii a-f- ^^ a^-h ^l— c2— cj— ej~a2— af— aj)— ̂ (
(2.6) = v (.cai — Cie)-*- a(i -f- 1ai-f-i2

(3.1) = (ca H- c^! -l- c2«2) (δ2 -h δ? -+- 6J— 1) — (δα -μ b^a^ -f- i2a2) (c + ί?ιδι -f- ο2δ2)
(3.2) = (co -f- Ci ! -f- ?2δ2) (a1 -h a\ -h a\ — 1) —
(3.3) = 1-α2~αϊ-α1-ό3-δ2~
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378 8. Spottiswoode , on Determinante.

(3.4) = v (^Λ— «ιΜ+β^Η^βι-ΜΑ) H-c(l— a2— a?— a2.— δ2— δ2— fti)+6(cft-f-c1&i-f-e16s)
(3.5) β v (^ft— αδ2) -Η^οα+ΟιΟι+^α,)-!^^!— a2— a?— aj— δ2— δ?— δ^-πδ^δ-ΐ-
(3.6) ss v («δι— %i)-*- 2(c -*-i?i 1-i"C2a2)-hc2(l— a^— a?— a2.— δ2-όϊ— δ^Η-δ^οδ-ΐ-ο

(4.1) =5 (δι<?2— δ^) v-f-a( i— aj— j— <??— aj— j— c?) -ha^a^-f-ft i-hccO -f-a2(<wi2-f-6oa-f-cc2)
(4.2) = (ΑΛΙ— c-^) y 4-δ(1— a?— δ^— c?— c^— δ2.— c^) +6i(aai+ft61-Hcci) ·+-δ.2(αα2-ι-δδ24-βο2)
(4.3) = (a^— α2δλ) v -+-c(l— a2— 6?-cJ— αΐ-δ2,
(4.4) =s l — a\ — o? — cj — a\ — 5J — c\ -f- (0!C2 —
(4.5) es (a^ -h O! -+· <?c,) (aj -f- ̂  -H cj — 1) — (^^ -Η δ^ Η- c2Ci) (a2a -f- 62δ Η- c»c)
(4.6) = (a2a -h δ2δ -H c2c) (a\ -f- δ? -f- c? — 1) — (a^ -f- δ^ -H c^) ( 2ai -H δ2 bl

(5, 1)
(5,2)
(5,3)
(5 , 4) = («!« -f- 6Lo -f- ctc) (aj -f- δ^ 4- cl — 1) — (aa2 -f- δδ2 + cc2) («! aa -f- ̂  δ2

(5.5) = l - a\ - b\ - cj - a1 - δ1 - c2 + (δ2ο - 6c2)2 + (c2a - catf -+- (σ-2δ
(5.6) t= («!«» -f- δ! δ2 -ι- ctc2) (a2 4- δ2 +. c* - 1) — (a2a + δ2δ 4- W) (aa^ + i + ccj,

(6, 1) == (δ<?!— δ^) V-j-a(a2a4-626+ c2c)+a1(a2a1-*-6a 1+<?2c1)-f-a2(l— a1— δ7— c1— af— o?— c?)
(6.2) a (ca!— ̂ a) ν+δ(α2α4·δ2ΟΗμ(?2ί?)+δι((ζ2α1-ι-δ2δι4-οίο1)4-δ2(1— α2— δ2— c2-a?— δ?— c?)
(6.3) «* (βδ!— a1 )v^c(a2a4- 26-f-c2c)-he1(aia1-h62 1+c3c1)4-ci(l-- a2— δ2— c2- αϊ~δ?~ c?)
(6.4) « (flacz -4- δ2δ 4- c2c) (a2 -f- δ? 4- c2 — 1) — ( i aa -H oi δ2 -f- CiC2) (α«! -i- δδ! -f- ccj
(6.5) =s (a^t + δΑδ2 + o^,) (a2 -h o2 -f- c2 — l) — (aa± + bbL + ccj (a2a -f- bj) -f- cac)
(6.6) « Ι-α'-δ'-ο^αϊ-δϊ-οϊ + ̂ -δ^

Of the secdnd minors? the following are the first row:

/13\
VI 2/

( l 4\
l 2/

(l gv
l 2/

(l fix
l 2/ -f- c — ) —
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B. Spottiswoode, on Determif^a.nts. 379

24(24\12) == 0(c*-*-c? + c? — 1) — c (oc + <!!(?! -t- aaea)

l 2/ β

(*> ,|V

12) β

(o p* χ
j 2) =

(r> yjv

12/ s

(12) =

2/ = ci V "~ (fli|J ""

Vl2/ β C V — (fll62 —

and similarly for the other fourteen rows.
From these it appears t hat all the second minors on this level will vanish

in virtue of the three conditions

c2+ cf+ c2
2=l

bc + bfa + b2c2 = 0
ac + alcl H- 0^2 =

since the last three viz.

— * "ba% : bal — a^

are consequences of the above three. This is in agreementwiththehomoloidal law,
viz. that the number of second minors which must vanish^ in order that all on the
same level may vanish, is 4 — 2 + 1=3. It is easy to see that the wtole System
necessarily vanisbes in order that all may vanish, will be the usual System

bc + b^! -H b2c2 = 0 , ca + €λαγ + c2«2 =0 9 ab + aj

and that they involve also ihe usual inverse system. It may be remarked that the
above conditions render all the 36 first minors also zero.

It has been shewn by Mr. Cayley (Camb. and Dub. Math, journ. May 1853)
that the result of the elimination of x, y, z from the equations
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380 8. SpoUtswoode, an Determinante.

x-i-y-t-z χ2 = α * =

may be expressed in other of the two following rational forms:

.111 =0
l . c b
l c . a
l b a .
. a ύ c
a . l l
b l . .
e i l .

with corresponding results for a greater number of variables.
„And ingeneral, for any even number of quadratic radicals, the two forms

are not essentially distinct, but may be derived from each Dther by interchanging
lines and columns, while for an odd number of quadratic radicals, the two forms
cannoti>e so derived from each other, but are essentially distinct.'*

Applying a sirnilar process of elimination to cubrc radicals, he arrives at
the conclusion, that:

„In general, whatever be the nomber f cubic radicals, two of the three
forms are not essentially distinct, bat may be derived from each other by inter-
changing lines and columns."

The form of a determinant reappears also in the combinatioti of certain
differential operations, s 3 have noticed in the Camb. and T)ab. Math. Journal,
Febr. 1853. Thus :

Suppose that the series

represent any permutations of the series

1 , 2 ,

d c
and that

d
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8. Spottiswoode, on Determinante 381

and that the permutation
J \ > j * 9 . . . . . P(J)

of the series
h 9 h t .....

be thus represented :
A 9 Λ? ..... —p(h 0?

and the corresponding operative symbol by V#? so that

VM = ̂  55; -Κ^δ; -*-··->

and so on, generally; then writing

„ dn dn , . d"
V···** = ..... ̂ ·ι*\
then

and so on. Moreover^ if the permutations are of such a character that^ cptherthe
second, or the first and last conditions of the following System are satisfied:

there will result
VM = VM , V*,4 = V^ ,' Vu = V/,i,

and if, besides, either the first condition or the last two conditions of the following
systetn be satisfied:

we have
— V V £ > H- 2 V,-

and so on, generally.
A similar formula may be constructed when linear functions of the va-

riables are substituted for 3C,-1?x/a, ..... xh)xhi ..... ^n *^e expression for V^Vj?··· 5
but it would be foreign to the present purpose to follow this subject.

London, August 1853.

Crelle's Journal f. d. M. Bd. U. Heft 4. 49
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